BACKEND ENGINEER (M/F/D)

MUNICH

Being part of our software engineering cluster, you join
R&D projects as a Backend Engineer.
For instance, building the backend of a platform aimed
at bringing startups and investors together for tech
challenges or building chatbots are just some examples
of plenty innovative projects at Motius.

YOUR ROLE
You develop new backend
features and ideas for the
conception and implementation of our tech projects
You are part of one of our interdisciplinary & multinational
development teams
You work in a team of 2-4
developers with support from
our DevOps team
Together with your team you
are a key-role of the complete software development
process (kick-off, bi-weekly
sprints, retrospective)

YOUR PROFILE
Experience in agile software
engineering projects
Experience with Python and/
or Django, Flask, node.js, etc.

OUR OFFER
Insights and impact into markets & products of the future
on a growing company

You know when to use relational DBs and when to use
NoSQL DBs

Steady learning curve through
internal workshops (like
OpenShift, Blockchain, NLP,
VueJS or functional programming)

Having worked with Docker,
GitLab CI or comparable tools
is an advantage

Open and communicative culture – on a professional and
personal level

You are curious and motivated to develop yourself both
technically and personally

We trust your skills, you’ll get
a lot of responsibilities and as
TUM student you can combine one of our projects with
your IDP

You have a direct impact on
the products and innovations
of our customers

Regular community events,
teambuilding, flexible working
hours, competitive salary and
numerous benefits

WHO IS IT FOR?
YOUNG
PROFESSIONAL

Apply to our Talent Pool to
become part of Motius:
www.motius.de

FREELANCER

For further questions write:
hr@motius.de

STUDENT

Motius is a R&D company that is specialized in the technologies of the future.
With its mix of an unique tech community of more than 800 talented techies and
engineers in the fields of computer science, electrical engineering, and mechanical engineering with an experienced management team, Motius always stays
expert in the newest technologies. With this expertise, Motius develops innovative products and solves technical problems with world-class companies.

Our vision is to become the best
place for techies. We are convinced that talented engineers
and techies will develop breakthrough products, if given the
chance. Following our vision,
we’re enabling the best techies
to apply the newest technologies
and create the most innovative
tech products – day in, day out.

